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Introduction

The growing amount of data being ac-
cumulated in the field of oncology offer
manifold opportunities to deepen our
understanding of cancer, but at the same
time pose new challenges for data pro-
cessing and analysis. Machine learning,
a field of artificial intelligence, can help
extract meaningful information from
large amounts of data. Due to the in-
creasing importance and use of machine
learning in oncology, a basic under-
standing of the technology will become
relevant to practising oncologists in the
near future.

Background

Over the last two decades, the amount
of data in the field of oncology has in-
creased rapidly. For each individual pa-
tient, more and more data are being gen-
erated and stored. For example, in the
European Innovative Medicines Initia-
tiveprojectOncoTrack, closeto1terabyte
(1,000gigabytes)ofdata areproducedper
patient, which is equivalent to 250,000
photos or 6.5 million document pages
[14]. This increase in stored information
was sparked and promoted by the digi-

The German version of this article can be
found under https://doi.org/10.1007/s00761-
021-00917-8.

talization of medicine and technological
advances, such as genome sequencing.

Such high volumes of data offer a high
potential to deepen our knowledge of
cancer, but at the same timeplacenewde-
mandsonourmethodsofdataprocessing
and evaluation. The limitations of classi-
cal (inferential) statisticalmethods, as are
traditionally used in medicine, quickly
become apparent when faced with in-
creasing amounts of data and variables.
Machine learning, a branch of artificial
intelligence [7], is one approach for pro-
cessing large amounts of data and iden-
tifying patterns or variables of interest.
There are different applications of ma-
chine learning in oncology. For exam-
ple, machine learning can be used to
detect tumors in images, e.g., computed
tomography (CT)or functionalmagnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) or to estimate
the risk of cancer progression based on
clinical variables.

In this article, we provide a brief
overview of machine learning applica-
tions in oncology. To this end, we first
explain what machine learning is and
what sets it apart from the traditional
statistical methods currently used in
medicine. We review different applica-
tions of machine learning in oncology
and discuss the current state of research.
Finally, we provide an outlook on how
machine learning can be used in the
field of patient-reported outcome (PRO)

research in oncology and which devel-
opments are prerequisites for advancing
research on this topic.

What are artificial intelligence,
machine learning and deep
learning?

The term “machine learning” refers to
methods that allow a computer system
to draw conclusions from data in order
to improve its capabilities in a specific
task in the long term. Machine learning
is only one part of artificial intelligence,
which also includes areas such as plan-
ning, problem-solving and logical rea-
soning. A machine learning model can
“learn” to predict as yet unknown data
or outcomes from the data it is given
and thus can try to “understand” a spe-
cific problem or question. For this, the
nature of the data is of particular impor-
tance. In general, learning is differenti-
ated between supervised, unsupervised
and reinforcement learning. In super-
vised learning, each data point is associ-
ated with a concrete expected prediction
result (e.g. benign tumor). The goal
during the learning process is to approx-
imate a function that maps the data to
expected outputs. In contrast, unsuper-
vised learning aims to detect patterns in
theavailabledatawithout relyingon feed-
back or prediction. For example, images
can be grouped by similarity. In rein-
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forcement learning, the performance of
the algorithm is continuously evaluated,
and rewarded or punished to guide the
learning process in the direction of the
desired behavior [22].

A commonly used tool in machine
learning is artificial neural networks.
These networks are composed of simple
neurons that, similar to the human brain,
“fire” based on their interconnectedness
and communicate with their linked
neurons. This enables the networks to
recognize andmap complicated relation-
ships. The usually large amounts of data
processed in machine learning require
complex neural networks composed of
several layers of neurons. Methods based
on such networks are generally referred
to as “deep learning” and are considered
a subcategory of machine learning [25].
. Fig. 1 gives an overview of the terms.

Machine learning can be used for
both inference and prediction and thus
has some overlap with classical statistical
methods. Some methods used in statis-
tics, suchas linear and logistic regression,
are also applied in machine learning;
however, the two approaches usually
differ in their focus. While statistical
methods aim at transferring properties
of a sample to a population with a certain
confidence, machine learning focuses on
predicting and recognizing patterns in
data. The latter usually involves pro-
cessing large amounts of data without
making specific assumptions about the
nature of the data. Deep learning in

particular allows the mapping of com-
plex, non-linear relationships due to the
large amounts of data and high number
of parameters employed in the models;
however, such models also suffer from
an understandably lower interpretability
of the results [7].

Applications of machine
learning in oncology

Machine learning is already being used
in various areas of oncology. Follow-
ing the premise that more data usually
lead to better models, machine learn-
ing is mainly used in areas that produce
large amounts of data which are as stan-
dardized as possible. The most common
applications for machine learning in on-
cology are presented below.

Machine learning for diagnosis
and screening

Oneof themain applications formachine
learningmethods is for the diagnosis and
screening of cancer. Comprising both
radiology and pathology, the majority of
machine learning research in oncology
has been conducted in this area [8, 23].
Machine learning can be used to detect
malignant tissue via imaging techniques
and by training models to recognize can-
cer in images. For example, Tamashiro
et al. were able to successfully use convo-
lutional neural networks (a neural net-
work specialized in image processing) to

detect oropharyngeal carcinomas on en-
doscopy images [27]. Their study not
only shows how accurately such an algo-
rithmcanwork(all carcinomas in theval-
idation dataset were correctly detected),
but also showcases the time efficiency of
using such amodel: all 1912 images of in-
dividual patients were correctly classified
in under 30 s.

In another study by Google Health
researchers, neural networks were used
to detect cancer on mammography im-
ages—a procedure that still suffers from
a high rate of false positives [17]. Com-
pared tosix radiologists’ ratings, the algo-
rithmshoweda superiormalignant tissue
detection rate and a significantly lower
rate of false positives.

A recent systematic review of studies
that compared human and artificial in-
telligence judgement concluded that al-
gorithms can achieve similar or better
detection of cancer in images compared
to human experts [19]; however, the re-
view also showed that external validation
of the algorithms is often lacking (i.e.,
validation of the data on an independent
dataset), which limits the generalizability
of the models.

Machine learning for forecasting
and risk assessment

Theprognostic indicesclassicallyused for
prognosis in oncology are often based on
only a handful of medical parameters.
In contrast, machine learning models
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Abstract
Background. Increasing data volumes in
oncology pose new challenges for data
analysis. Machine learning, a branch of
artificial intelligence, can identify patterns
even in very large and less structured datasets.
Objective. This article provides an overview of
the possible applications for machine learning
in oncology. Furthermore, the potential
of machine learning in patient-reported
outcome (PRO) research is discussed.
Materials and methods.We conducted
a selective literature search (PubMed,
MEDLINE, IEEE Xplore) and discuss current
research.

Results. There are three primary applications
for machine learning in oncology: (1) cancer
detection or classification; (2) overall
survival prediction or risk assessment; and
(3) supporting therapy decision-making and
prediction of treatment response. Generally,
machine learning approaches in oncology PRO
research are scarce and few studies integrate
PRO data intomachine learning models.
Discussion.Machine learning is a promising
area of oncology, but few models have been
transferred into clinical practice. The promise
of personalized cancer therapy and shared
decision-making through machine learning

has yet to be realized. As an equally important
emerging research area in oncology, PROs
should also be incorporated into machine
learning approaches. To gather the data
necessary for this, broad implementation of
PRO assessments in clinical practice, as well
as the harmonization of existing datasets, is
suggested.

Keywords
Artificial intelligence · Machine learning ·
Oncology · Quality of life · Patient-reported
outcomes

Machine Learning in der Onkologie – Perspektiven in der Patient-Reported Outcome Forschung
(English version)

Zusammenfassung
Hintergrund. Steigende Datenmengen in der
Onkologie stellen neue Herausforderungen
an die Analyse. Machine Learning ist ein
Teilbereich der künstlichen Intelligenz und
kann auch in sehr großen und weniger
strukturierten Datensätzen Zusammenhänge
erkennen.
Ziel der Arbeit. Der Artikel vermittelt einen
Überblick zu den Einsatzbereichen von
Machine Learning in der Onkologie. Weiterhin
wird das Potenzial von Machine Learning
für die Patient-Reported-Outcome (PRO)
Forschung diskutiert.
Material und Methoden. Selektive Literatur-
recherche (PubMed, MEDLINE, IEEE Xplore)
und Diskussion des aktuellen Stands der
Forschung.

Ergebnisse. In der Onkologie ergeben sich
drei primäre Einsatzbereiche für Machine
Learning: (1) zur Krebserkennung oder
Klassifikation bei bildgebenden Verfahren,
(2) zur Prognose von Gesamtüberleben oder
zur Risikoeinschätzung, (3) zur Unterstützung
bei Behandlungsentscheidungen und zur
Vorhersage von Therapieansprechen. In der
onkologischen PRO-Forschung und Praxis
werden bisher kaum Machine-Learning-
Ansätze verfolgt und es gibt nur wenige
Studien, welche PRO-Daten in Machine-
Learning-Modelle integrieren.
Diskussion.Machine Learning zeigt in einigen
Bereichen der Onkologie vielversprechende
Anwendungsmöglichkeiten, jedoch schaffen
wenige Modelle den Sprung in die klinische

Praxis. Die Versprechen von einer personali-
sierten Krebstherapie und von Unterstützung
bei der Behandlungsentscheidung durch
Machine Learning haben sich noch nicht
erfüllt. Als ein Bereich, der in der Onkologie
stetig an Bedeutung gewinnt, sollten
PRO auch in Machine-Learning-Ansätze
aufgenommen werden. Dazu sind jedoch
die breite, standardisierte Erfassung von
PRO sowie die umfassende Harmonisierung
bestehender Datensätze nötig.

Schlüsselwörter
Künstliche Intelligenz · Maschinelles Lernen ·
Onkologie · Lebensqualität · „Patient-reported
outcome“

can handle less structured data including
many more parameters to improve their
prognosticpower. Dependingonthedata
quality and quantity, different machine
learning algorithms are suitable.

Elfiky et al. [10] developed a machine
learning model to predict overall sur-
vival at the start of chemotherapy. They
used a sample ofN= 26,946 patients who
started 51,774 different chemotherapies.
Using decision trees, they successfully
identified those patients whowere at par-
ticularly high risk of dying within the
next 30 days. This allowed the authors to
identify patients who were still receiving

(curative) chemotherapy despite a very
poor prognosis. The authors concluded
that machine learning algorithms could
be used in the future to recommend pal-
liative treatment for patients with poor
prognosis in order to avoid unnecessary
treatment burden.

Inanotherstudy, researcherswereable
to predict survival in N= 221 patients
with nonresectable pancreatic cancer us-
ing machine learning algorithms [28].
They used data from 168 patients to train
the model and then validated it on data
from 53 additional patients. By com-
paring different prediction models, the

authors were able to show that machine
learning had a significantly higher pre-
dictive power compared to traditional
methods such as logistic regression.

While such studies showcase the im-
pressive achievements of machine learn-
ing, they also illustrate a more general
problem: most of the developed models
are very specific since they are based on
data from particular diseases or patient
groups.
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Machine learning for predicting
treatment response and
supporting treatment decisions

Although personalized cancer care is be-
coming increasinglymore important, the
respective treatmentapproachesareoften
not individually tailored to the patients.
Machine learning can be used to pursue
and promote personalized approaches in
therapy selection or adaptation. Agius
et al. [1] describe the development of
a compositemachine learningmodel (the
model combines 28 separatemodels) that
identified newly diagnosed patients with
chronic lymphocytic leukemia who were
at particularly high risk for infections.
For this patient group, infections are the
most commoncause of death. Using data
from N= 4,149 patients, the researchers
created amodel based onmeasured clini-
calparametersandindividualriskfactors.
Their model, which can be viewed on-
line (www.CLL-TIM.org), allowed them
to initiate treatment at an early stage for
patients who had a high risk for infec-
tions.

Machine learning can also be used to
predict treatment response. For example,
Hou et al. developed a model to predict
the treatment response to chemoradio-
therapy based on a retrospective dataset
[12]. In other studies, machine learning
has been used to personalize the treat-
ment dosage or to predict adverse events
and incorporate this information into the
treatment trajectory [20, 21].

The potential of machine
learning for patient-reported
outcome research

Due to steady improvements in the early
detection and treatment of cancer, over-
all survival has significantly increased in
recent decades [16]. Depending on the
diagnosis and stage of the disease, pa-
tientswithcancernowhaveasignificantly
longer life expectancy than a few decades
ago. Consequently, it has become in-
creasingly relevant how patients live with
the disease and how they are affected by
the disease or treatment. A study by the
GermanCancerResearchCenter showed
that patients with (colorectal) cancer re-
portat leastonetumor-associatedorther-

apy-associated symptom 10 years after
initial diagnosis [15]. Information on
the expected quality of life during treat-
ment is often desired by patients but is
also often undercommunicated and un-
derdiscussed during consultations with
clinicians [18]; however, precisely such
information can help reduce uncertainty
in patients and promote healthy coping
and desirable health behavior [13]. Con-
sequently, for treatment decisions or de-
cisionsabout follow-upcare, information
on quality of life should supplement the
clinical decision-making process.

The gold standard for assessing
(health-related) quality of life is PROs,
which are defined as all statements about
a patient’s own health status or treat-
ment that come directly from the patient
and are not interpreted by third parties
(e.g., clinicians) [11]. The PROs are
one of several ways to measure clinical
outcomes or changes (so-called clin-
ical outcome assessments or COAs).
They can be used in clinical practice,
clinical trials, and registry research, or
for health technology assessments and
quality assurance.

» PROs assess the patient
perspective on their own health
status

Typically, PROs are collected in the form
of standardized questionnaires to allow
comparisons between patients. In this
form, PRO data are a source suitable
for machine learning algorithms: each
scale of a questionnaire, each question,
or even each individual answer can be
considered a unique variable with po-
tential predictive value. For traditional
prediction models, the large number of
possible predictors as well as their com-
binations and (non-linear) interactions,
poses a problem. For machine learning
models, on the other hand, a large pool
of data is a potential advantage. In such
scenarios, models developed with ma-
chine learning and especially deep learn-
ing techniques offer significantly higher
predictive power and accuracy thanwhat
can be achievedwith traditional statistics
[6, 29].

The PROs offer information about the
patients’ health status that can be an
important supplement to “hard” clinical
data. Theobvious applicationofmachine
learning in the context of PRO research is
topredict overall patient survival. In fact,
there are a number of studies that show
that PROs, in addition tomedical param-
eters, canadd incremental variance to the
prediction of overall survival in oncol-
ogy (for a review, see Efficace et al. [9]);
however, such research currently does
not involve machine learning methods.
The second important potential applica-
tion of machine learning methods for
PRO research lies in the prediction of
expected quality of life. In the future, in-
dividualized predictions of quality of life
during and after the treatment could be-
come an important component of shared
decision-making and patient empower-
ment.

Machine learning research using
PROs: little research as of yet

Despite the previouslymentioned advan-
tages, there are hardly any studies in on-
cology research that integrate PROs into
machine learning models. We present
two studies that show the potential of
PROs and machine learning in oncol-
ogy. Firstly, Arkin et al. [2] used neural
networks to predict the overall survival
of palliative patients with cancer. In ad-
dition to clinical variables, the authors
used a PRO instrument, the Edmonton
Symptom Assessment Scale (ESAS), as
a predictor of survival. In their study,
they were able to show that the neural
network had a higher predictive power
than a comparable logistic regression and
that the ESAS was the third most highly
correlated variable (r= 0.32) with overall
survival.

Secondly, Santos et al. [24] presented
astudythatcombinedPROsandmachine
learning models. In their study, the au-
thors investigated howmachine learning
canbe used to support complex decisions
in critical care. They collected quality of
life data from N= 777 patients with can-
cer, following their admission to the in-
tensivecareunit. Usingdifferentmachine
learning algorithms based on 37 clinical
variables at admission, they predicted the
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patients’ quality of life-adjusted 30-day
survival (meaning that survival time is
corrected by the expected quality of life).
Themodelsdevelopedbytheauthors thus
not only predicted how long patients sur-
vive but also included information about
their health status after intensive care.

» Barriers to apply machine
learning to PRO data are data
quantity, data quality and
standardization

These two studies show that PROs can be
used both as a predictor and a criterion
in machine learning models; however,
there are only a few studies in the lit-
erature that combine machine learning
methods with PRO data. In a systematic
review of machine learning approaches
inpalliative care research, a field inwhich
PROs should play an important role, no
studies were found that included PROs
[26].

Why are PROs seldom integrated
intomachine learningapproaches?
Both machine learning and PROs are
still comparatively new research areas
which, until recently, did not have sig-
nificant overlap. The nature of data
and datasets used in PRO research can
partially explain why PROs are still
rarely integrated into machine learning
approaches. Firstly, structured PROs
are rarely collected during routine clin-
ical care. Other kinds of clinical data,
such as CT images, are collected more
frequently and in a more standardized
manner. Thus, while studies with CT
images are possible using data from
routine care, PRO data usually have to
be collected with additional effort, for
example, in clinical trials. As a result,
PRO datasets are often comparatively
small, which drastically reduces possible
applications and advantages of machine
learning. A second problem is that there
are many different PRO instruments,
which hinders harmonization of data.
Quality of life data from patients col-
lected with different questionnaires are
only comparable to a very limited extent,
because the questionnaires conceptual-

ize and operationalize quality of life
differently. In conclusion, the barriers to
applying machine learning to PRO data
in oncology lie in the quantity of data,
data quality and standardization.

What developments are needed
for machine learning to be used
for PRO research?

In order to reap the benefits of machine
learning methods in the context of PRO
research, the broad and standardized col-
lection of PRO data is needed. Projects
that implement PROs in broad oncol-
ogy practice already exist, for example in
Canada (Ontario Cancer Registry [4, 5]).
In participating oncology centers, pa-
tients complete a short symptom screen-
ing questionnaire during each visit. This
implementation of PROs in routine clin-
ical care results in larger datasets and
enables analyses of 100,000–200,000 pa-
tients with PRO and clinical data [3, 4].
To date, however, no machine learning
algorithms have been applied to those or
any other comparable PRO datasets.

Analyses with larger datasets would
be promising, because the predictive
power of machine learning models in-
creaseswith the amount of data and vari-
ables; however, there is also a significant
amount of work involved in collecting
and harmonizing PRO data. Data col-
lection and analysis become complicated
when PRO data are unstructured, when
many data points are missing, or when
PROs must be extracted from diverse
clinical information systems. Conse-
quently, initiatives that harmonize the
collection of PRO data as clinical end-
points, or encourage their collection in
clinical practice, are called for.

Conclusions for clinical practice

Machine learning can help to analyze the
increasing amounts of data in oncology
and can provide new insights into can-
cer. If the models are well developed
and validated, they can support clinical
work in the future, for example in cancer
screening or by suggesting treatment op-
tions; however, currentmachine learning
models are often too specialized and not

sufficiently validated to be widely appli-
cable.

For PRO research, machine learn-
ing analyses may be a promising and
largely unexplored approach. With in-
creasing quality and harmonization of
larger datasets, a combination of PROs
and clinical data should improve the
power of prediction models for over-
all survival. As another application of
machine learning, the individual pre-
diction of expected quality of life, based
on clinical parameters and PROs, could
significantly enrich clinical practice.
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